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The widely used RSA public key cryptographic algorithm requires modular exponentiation of large integers (typically 512 to 2048 bits). A significant amount of work has been done on efficient methods for making this calculation. A critical element in a high performance RSA implementation is the modular multiplication function. This application note describes a technique for speeding up the modular multiplication using the enhanced multiply accumulate (EMAC) unit present on most ColdFire processors. A low level function is described that can be incorporated in RSA implementations to achieve a 2.5x improvement in multiplication performance.1

At a top level, the modular exponentiation function can be efficiently implemented using the square and multiply method or similar algorithms (m-ary, sliding window). This breaks the problem down to a series of modular multiplications. The Montgomery multiplication algorithm is an efficient way of calculating the required modular multiplications and squarings. The

1. Based on timing of a 256-bit multiply running a ColdFire V2 processor using the Green Hills compiler v3.6.
Montgomery algorithm practically eliminates the need to perform division, but still requires efficient implementation of regular multiple precision multiplication.

There are various ways to implement Montgomery multiplication. However, the performance of an implementation is mostly dependent on the low level multiplication function used to calculate and accumulate partial products. An efficient function, `mul_add64()`, does a 1 by k digit multiply and addition using 64-bit digits. This function can be used in multiple precision multiplication, squaring, and reduction functions. Use of the `mul_add64()` function is illustrated using a regular multiple precision multiplication function. Application to squaring and reduction is straightforward.

The core of a multiple precision multiply function that makes the calculation \( t = a \times b \) is shown below. The full function is in the file `mp_mul.c`.

```c
for(i=size-1; i>=0; i--)
{
    carry = 0;
    for(j=size-1; j>=0; j--)
    {
        z0   = (a[i]&0xffff) * (b[j]&0xffff);
        z1a  = (a[i]&0xffff) * (b[j]>>16);
        z1b  = (a[i]>>16) * (b[j]&0xffff);
        z2   = (a[i]>>16) * (b[j]>>16);
        temp =  z0;
        temp += (ULLONG)(z1a) <<16;
        temp += (ULLONG)(z1b) <<16;
        temp += (ULLONG)(z2)  <<32;
        temp += (ULLONG) t[i+j+1] + carry;
        t[i+j+1] = (temp & 0xffffffffL);
        carry  = temp>>32;
    }
    t[i]=carry;
}
```

Regular Multiple Precision Multiply

In this example, the input and output values are represented by arrays of unsigned long (32-bit) elements, with the most significant element first. The calculation is made using 32-bit digits, with the inner loop performing a full 32-bit multiply.

To improve performance, an EMAC-based multiply and add function, `mul_add64()`, is used to replace the inner loop of the multiply function, as shown below. The full function is in the file `mp_mul64.c`.

```c
```
To make better use of the EMAC’s capabilities, the digit size is increased to 64-bits. The input and output arrays (a, b, and t) use unsigned, long (64-bit) elements. Therefore, the value of the size input is reduced by a factor of two. The `mul_add64()` function performs a series of 64-bit multiplies and adds the products, as shown in the pseudocode below.

```
for(i=size-1; i>=0; i--)
{
    carry = 0;
    mul_add64(&a[i], &b[0], size, &carry, &t[i+1]);
t[i] = carry;
}
```

**EMAC Based Multiple Precision Multiply**

Note that all values except the counter are 64-bits, and the carry (c) is both an input and an output.

The `mul_add64()` function is implemented using the Comba method in ColdFire assembly language. All of the code inside the loop is completely unrolled. A full 64-bit multiply is implemented using 16 `mac.w` instructions. Using the Comba method, partial products can be accumulated directly. The only requirement to do this is an extension register to store carry bits, which the EMAC unit has. To optimize performance, instructions are scheduled such that results are not immediately read from the accumulator after a `mac.w` instruction. The code for this function can be found in the file `mul_add64.s`.

Benchmark tests show that a multiple precision multiply using the `mul_add64()` function is more than twice as fast as the 32-bit C implementation. This can be attributed to using the Comba method to take advantage of the ColdFire EMAC unit features. The `mul_add64()` function can be used directly or as a reference for developers of high performance RSA implementations on ColdFire processors.
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Appendix A
mp_mul64.c Code

/*
 * mp_mul64.c
 * multiple precision multiply using mul_add64 function
 * t = a * b
 * The size input is the length of a and b which have
 * 64-bit elements. Data is most significant element first.
 */

#define ULONG unsigned long
#define ULLONG unsigned long long

void mul_add64(ULLONG *x, ULLONG y[], int k, ULLONG *c, ULLONG t[]);

void mp_mul64(ULLONG a[],
              ULLONG b[],
              ULLONG t[],
              int size)
{
    int i;
    ULLONG carry;

    for(i=size; i<size*2; i++)
    {
        t[i] = 0;
    }

    for(i=size-1;i>=0;i--)
    {
        carry = 0;
        mul_add64(&a[i],&b[0],size,&carry,&t[i+1]);
        t[i] = carry;
    }
}
Appendix B
mul_add64.s Assembly File

; mul_add64.s
; Multiply and add function with 64 bit values.
; ColdFire assembly implementation using the EMAC and the
; Comba method. This function assumes k > 0
;
; void mul_add64(ULLONG *x, ULLONG y[], int k, ULLONG *c, ULLONG t[])
;                   8          12       16      20         24
; For i = k-1 to 0
;   {c,z} = x*y[i] + t[i] + c
;   t[i]  = z
;
; {a0,a1} = x
; {a2,a3} = y
; {d0,d1} = c
; {d2,d3} = z
; a5 = scratch ptr
; a6 = frame ptr
; d4,d5,d6 = scratch data reg
; d7 = 16 (for shifts)

.globl  mul_add64
mul_add64:
  ldr     #a6,=140
  movem.l %d2-%d7/%a2-%a5,(%sp)
  movaeq  #0x40,%d6           ; unsigned integer mode
  movel   %d6,%macsr
  movclr.l %acc0,%d6           ; clear acc and ext
  movclr.l %acc1,%d6
  moveq    #16,%d7        ; d7 used for shifts
  move.l  8(%a6),%a5          ; load x {a0,a1}
  move.l   (%a5)+,%a2
  move.l   (%a5),%a3
  moveq    #8,%d5
  
loop:
  move.l  12(%a6),%a5          ; load y[i] {a2,a3}
  move.l   (%a5)+,%a2
  move.l   (%a5),%a3
  moveq  #8,%d5
sub.l %d5,12(%a6) ; y_ptr--
mac.w %a1.l,%a3.l ; x1*y1
move.l %d0,%d2 ; move c to z
move.l %d1,%d3
clr.l %d0 ; clear c
clr.l %d1
movclr.l %acc0,%d6 ; d6 = {z2,z1}
mac.w %a1.l,%a3.u ; x1*y2
mac.w %a1.u,%a3.l ; x2*y1
add.l %d6,%d3 ; d3 += {z2,z1} (add col 1)
clr.l %d5
addx.l %d5,%d2 ; d2 += carry
addx.l %d5,%d1 ; d1 = carry
move.l %accel01,%d4
movclr.l %acc0,%d6 ; d6 = {z2,z1} (add col 1)
mac.w %a1.l,%a2.l ; x1*y3
mac.w %a1.u,%a3.u ; x2*y2
mac.w %a0.l,%a3.u ; x3*y1
move.l %d5,%d6 ; add col 2
lsl.l %d7,%d4 ; d4 = {z4,0}
lsr.l %d7,%d5 ; d5 = {0,z3}
lsr.l %d7,%d6 ; d6 = {z2,0}
add.l %d4,%d5 ; d5 = {z4,z3}
add.l %d6,%d3 ; d3 += {z2,0}
addx.l %d5,%d2 ; d2 += {z4,z3} + carry
clr.l %d6
addx.l %d6,%d1 ; d1 += {z4,z3} + carry
move.l %accel01,%d4
movclr.l %acc0,%d6 ; d6 = {z2,z1} (add col 1)
mac.w %a1.l,%a2.u ; x1*y4
mac.w %a1.u,%a2.l ; x2*y3
mac.w %a0.l,%a2.l ; x3*y2
mac.w %a0.u,%a3.u ; x4*y1
add.l %d5,%d2 ; d2 += {z3,z2} (add col3)
addx.l %d4,%d1 ; d1 += {0,z4}
move.l %accel01,%d4
movclr.l %acc0,%d6 ; d6 = {z2,z1} (add col 1)
mac.w %a1.u,%a2.u ; x2*y4
mac.w %a0.u,%a2.u ; x3*y3
mac.w %a0.u,%a3.u ; x4*y2
move.l %d5,%d6 ; add col 4
lsl.l %d7,%d4 ; d4 = {c2,0}
lsr.l %d7,%d5 ; d5 = {0,c1}
lsr.l %d7,%d6 ; d6 = {z4,0}
add.l %d4,%d5 ; d5 = {c2,c1}
add.l %d6,%d2 ; d2 += {z4,0}
addx.l %d5,%d1 ; d1 += {c2,c1} + carry
addx.l %d0,%d0 ; d0 = carry
move.l %accel01,%d4
movclr.l %acc0,%d6 ; d6 = {c2,c1}
mac.w %a0.l,%a2.u ; x3*y4
mac.w %a0.u,%a2.l ; x4*y3
add.l %d5,%d1 ; d1 += {c2,c1} (add col 5)
addx.l %d4,%d0            ; d0 += {0,c3}
move.l %accext01,%d4
movclr.l %acc0,%d5          ; d4:d5 = {c4,c3,c2}
mac.w %a0.u, %a2.u         ; x4*y4
move.l %d5,%d6             ; add col 6
lsr.l %d7,%d5              ; d5 = {0,c3}
lsr.l %d7,%d6              ; d6 = {c2,0}
add.l %d4,%d5              ; d5 = {c4,c3}
add.l %d6,%d1              ; d1 += {c2,0}
addx.l %d5,%d0             ; d0 += {c4,c3}
movcl.r %acc0,%d5           ; d5 = {c4,c3} (add col 7)
add.l %d5,%d0              ; d0 += {c4,c3}
move.l 24( %a6),%a5        ; a5 = t_ptr
add.l 4(%a5),%d3           ; add t[i]
move.l (%a5),%d5
addx.l %d5,%d2
clr.l %d5
addx.l %d5,%d1
addx.l %d5,%d0
move.l %d2,( %a5)          ; t[i] = z
move.l %d3,4(%a5)
subq.l #8,%a5              ; t_ptr--
move.l %a5,24( %a6)
mov.eq #1,%d5
sub.l %d5,16( %a6)         ; k--
bne.w loop                 ; loop k times
move.l 20( %a6),%a5        ; store c
move.l %d0,( %a5)+
move.l %d1,( %a5)

movem.l (%sp),%d2-%d7/%a2-%a5
unlock %a6
ret
Appendix C
mp_mul.c Code

/*
   mp_mul.c
   multiple precision multiply using long data type
   t = a * b
   The size input is the length of a and b.
   Data is most significant element first.
*/

#define ULONG unsigned long
#define ULLONG unsigned long long

void mp_mul(ULONG a[],
            ULONG b[],
            ULONG t[],
            int size)
{
  int i,j,k;
  ULONG carry;
  ULONG z0,z1a,z1b,z2;
  ULLONG temp;

  for(k=size; k<size*2; k++)
  {
    t[k] = 0;
  }

  for(i=size-1;i>=0;i--)
  {
    carry = 0;
    for(j=size-1;j>=0;j--)
    {
      z0   = (a[i]&0xffff) * (b[j]&0xffff);
      z1a  = (a[i]&0xffff) * (b[j]>>16);
      z1b  = (a[i]>>16) * (b[j]&0xffff);
      z2   = (a[i]>>16) * (b[j]>>16);
      temp =  z0;
      temp += (ULLONG)(z1a) <<16;
      temp += (ULLONG)(z1b) <<16;
      temp += (ULLONG)(z2)  <<32;
      temp += (ULLONG) t[i+j+1] + carry;
      t[i+j+1] = (temp & 0xffffffffL);
      carry  = temp>>32;
    }
    t[i]=carry;
  }
}
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